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Learning objectives

1. To understand the rationale for independent dose verification in 
radiation oncology.

2. To appreciate the current guidelines and recommendations for 
independent dose verification solutions.

3. To gain familiarity with the various independent dose verification 
solutions currently available.
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Rationale of the dose verification

• The implementation of new treatment techniques in radiation oncology
department increases the complexities and potential for serious errors.
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• The goal of pretreatment dose verification procedure is to identify and
resolve any errors before patient treatment.

Goal of pretreatment dose verification
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AAPM TG reports

• MU Calc 
verification for 
non-IMRT 

TG-114 (2010)

• MU Calc formula 
for external 
photon and 
electron beam

TG-71 (2014)
• Guidelines for 

measurement 
based IMRT 
QA

TG 218 (2018)

• Independent calc 
based dose/ MU 
verification for 
IMRT

TG 219 (2021)

Clinical practice has changed, with more widespread use of IMRT/VMAT
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• Currently, IMRT guidance recommends experimental verification for IMRT
patient- specific QA (PSQA)

Advantage Disadvantage

Ineffectual in catching 
some errors

Substantial workload 
required

Not performed in an 
anthropomorphic 

geometry

Treatment plan exports 
from the TPS

Plan imports into the 
treatment management 

system (TMS) 

Plan is delivered as 
approved

Experimental based IMRT QA
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Errors in the planning and delivery process can result in erroneous 
dose distributions delivered to the patient

MLC 
related 

accuracy

Field size 
related 
output

LINAC 
output

• MLC leaf position accuracy
• Leaf- end design
• Leaf position
• Leaf gap reproducibility
• Inter- and intra leaf transmission
• Leaf acceleration/deceleration speed
• Tongue and groove effect
• MLC system sag with gantry rotation

Small static step- and- shoot field 

segments and/or narrow sliding-
window shapes with low MUs

Daily output variation

IMRT accuracy
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Sources of error for IMRT plans

Plan related errors

(more specific to IMRT)

Data related errors

User related errors
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• Independent dose calculations can be an additional complemental QA
methods to increase the chance of catching any errors.

• Hybrid approaches, between traditional measurements and pure secondary
MU checks are also appearing.

• Linac log files can be used as input for independent dose verification

• Measured fluences with an EPID or a transmission detector can be used as input data
for independent dose calculation

Role of dose calculation verification
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• TG 219 recommends that secondary dose/MU calculation should be
performed for every IMRT/VMAT plan, at least in 1D but preferably in
2D/3D, regardless of the method of measurement-based verification
utilized.

➢ Far less time consuming

➢ Calculation process do not require machine time

➢ As personnel feel increasingly confident about the reliability of techniques such as
IMRT, it is reasonable to revise efforts in order to reduce the overall workload.

TG 219 recommendation
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Algorithms for MU verification

• The algorithms for dose per MU verification programs can be 
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Factor based method

Model based method

Monte Carlo (MC) method



Factor based algorithms

• Tailored for “hand” calculations.
• The parameters (e.g., TPR, Sc, Sp, etc.) are obtained either from direct

measurement in a water phantom or extrapolated from such measurements.

• The dose/MU is determined by using the product of standardized dose
ratio measurements.

• Most of the existing commercial systems specifically designed for IMRT 
verification use factor-based empirical methods
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Model based algorithms

• Model-based algorithms are usually more versatile and powerful than 
factor-based empirical models.

• Two-step procedure: 

Step 1

Modeling the energy 
fluence exiting the 
treatment head with a 
multi-source approach 

Step 2

Determining the dose 
deposition in the 
patient with energy 
deposition kernels
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Monte Carlo based algorithms

• Allow for highly accurate calculation of radiation transport through the 
patient.
• provided substantially different results, particularly for calculation of dose in 

highly heterogeneous anatomy (lung), when compared to simple pencil-beam 
algorithms

• No commercial MC-based secondary MU check systems available at the
time TG-219 was written.
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Alternative model based approach

• The use of a second TPS is an alternative model-based approach for 
independent dose verification  (not practical => high cost)

• A new generation of calculation-based QA tools are coming into clinical 
practice that are based on more advanced dose calculation algorithms 
• Superposition/convolution algorithms similar to the ones used for TPS

• These tools enable efficient and accurate fully 3D independent dose calculations 
based on the patient's CT dataset, with analysis tools such as DVH verification, 
etc. similar to a second TPS. 
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Accuracy of calculation algorithms

MC > GBBS (ie. Acuros) > C/S and AAA > Factor based
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Acceptance & commissioning

• The physicist should consult the
manufacturer's documentation of the
respective software for detailed instructions

• Acceptance and commissioning should be
performed based on the recommendations
of AAPM TG 53 and MPPG 5A

• Table 7 in TG 219 provides key tasks for
acceptance and commissioning for the
secondary MU calculation
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Commissioning – validation/benchmark

• The software validation and benchmarking
• Benchmark points suggested in Table 8

• Follow the recommendations of TG 119

• Ongoing QA for the secondary
dose/MU software should be carried
out (consistent with MPPG 5A)
• Annual QA

• Software upgrade occurs
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• Follows the same definition as outlined in TG 114

A. Independent algorithm 

B. and/or independent beam data
• Different reference conditions (isocentric versus at fixed SSD)

• The same setup but acquired for different field sizes

• Similar data determined by different personnel

• Golden beam data set

• It is acceptable to use the same beam data used for the TPS 
commissioning provided the algorithm for dose calculation is different

Clinical implementation - independence
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• At least in 1D but preferably in 2D/3D
• Chose point in a high dose and low dose gradient region for 1D

• 2D or 3D calculations to the entire volume and may additionally provide
gamma maps for dose evaluation
• more broadly meaningful and is thus recommended for general use for IMRT

secondary calculations

Clinical implementation – how many points?
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• TG 219 recommended action 
levels shown in Table 9. 
➢ 1D: 5% for composite plan in a 

high dose/low gradient 
homogeneous region

➢2D/3D: 90% for 3%/2mm

• Plan acceptability should be 
based on the composite plan. 
Single beam agreement may be 
used to better understand 
discrepancies.

Clinical implementation – action levels?
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Investigating cases with poor agreement

• Plans failing to meet acceptability criteria should be evaluated to 
understand the cause of the disagreement and manage it appropriately.

• Multiple levels of investigation :
1. Poor point placement

2. Algorithm limitations of small field?

3. Check if the plan needs to be revised to ensure safe delivery of the plan

4. Contact the manufacturer for possible software clarification
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Summary of TG 219 recommendation

• Physicists should not rely solely on independent dose/MU calculation tools 
for IMRT QA

➢Currently can’t detect errors in dose calibration, MLC errors etc.

• Secondary dose/MU calculations should be performed for every 
IMRT/VMAT plan

➢At least 1D but preferably in 2D/3D

• Independence can be comprised of independent algorithms and/or 
independent beam data

➢Preferred that both the algorithm and beam data are independent
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Summary of TG 219 recommendation

• Commissioning should be performed based on recommendations of TG 53 
and MPPG 5A

➢Software validation and benchmarking should use the benchmark points suggested 
in table 8 and follow the recommendations of TG 119

• Ongoing QA should be carried out both annually and anytime upgrade 
occurs 

• Should be within the recommended action levels shown in table 9.

• Action levels suggested by TG 218 should be used for 2D/3D comparison

• Plans failing to meet acceptability criteria should be evaluated to understand the 
cause of the disagreement and manage it appropriately
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